Enriching The Content On The Ministry Of Health And Prevention's
Website
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Q1 Are you keen to visit the Ministry of Health and Prevention website?
Total responses : 305
Total skipped : 2

Q2 What content is most valuable and utilized for you on the Ministry of
Health and Prevention’s website?
Total responses : 302
Total skipped : 5
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1. COVID-19 Information Center: NIL
2. COVID-19 Information Center: Nil

Q3 What content would you like to add on the ministry's website?
Total responses : 72
Total skipped : 235
1. career
2. number of Covid-19 cases
3. nil
4. nil
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5. ministry's website running on right track
6. General medicine
7. updated careers
8. NIL
9. None.
10. INFECTION CONTROL AWARNESS
11. Patient self appointment,
12. nil
13. Recent trends in medical treatment
14. NONE
15. who updates
16. NA
17. NA
18. .
19. none
20. Statistics hospitals and PHCs attendance and management.
21. E- mail addresses of senior administrative staff of mohap
22. international health statistics
23. Nil
24. Information about Diet
25. Add direct search option for banned medicine in uae for international travellers.
26. non
27. n/a
28. nothing
29. Most of the Content are included
30. More research
31. INTERACTIVE SESSIONS
32. ....
33. ....
34. updates on covid 19 vaccine, it;s release worldwide
35. none
36. List of Clinics and Hospitals with their phone numbers
37. nil
38. interhospital staff activities
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39. Profiles of doctors working at moh
40. n/a
41. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2020.106446
42. Key Projects and updates on healthcare happenings within MOHAP.
43. please consider the health of staff also and emergency leave at least 1 week.
44. 45. Available sepciality and the available staff with credentials like listed on private practice website
for example: Physiotherapist image with name and certificates (phD, MPT, DPT) etc
46. Yes
47. direct action call center
48. Regarding covid cases and medical response
49. Sensitization of masses
50. The current legal rules regarding covid, constantly updated as they change. More granula data
on positive cases by area within each Emirate.
51. Biomedical Equipment Innovation
52. Nil
53. nothing intresting in MOH for me as employee
54. nil
55. Intructions for positive people to access in case they got the results.
56. Intructions for positive people to access in case they got the results.
57. informative
58. Usefull website
59. welldone
60. website is not suitable with mobile browsers
61. Easy access and updated information to unclude as pop-uptopics
62. none
63. good
64. Keep up the good work
65. Kindly keep all the circulars also in English
66. Kindly keep all the circulars also in English
67. I will start using MOHAP website.
68. Interactive interface
69. Happy to see periodic renovation of the site with new helpful contents. Thanks
70. none
71. N/A
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72. None

Q4 Proposals and observations
Total responses : 39
Total skipped : 268
1. nil
2. good.
3. NIL
4. None.
5. nil
6. NONE
7. good
8. NA
9. NA
10. .
11. none
12. Nothing specific.
13. Porta should be open for employee’s complains and concerns
14. on -site training on available informations & services in the website of MOHAP
15. Nil
16. NICE
17. instant activating short term medical insurance option for all international travellers
18. non
19. all servieces are good and reacheble
20. updates
21. Keep up the good work
22. Good
23. MORE INTERACTIVE SESSIONS AND AWARENESS FOR PUBLIC.
24. ...
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25. ...
26. it;s a wonderful exposure & information
27. none
28. Needs to add some choices like visitor, employees, etc.
29. nil
30. there should be an extra incentive for the preceptors for the students and newly joined staffs
31. n/a
32. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2020.106446
33. 34. patient to be able to view which specialists in each site with photo and information and speciality
35. We need apps for moh
36. many not wearing mask or removing no social distancing report and on the spot chevking
37. Update
38. N/A
39. Please add this: The current legal rules regarding covid, constantly updated as they change.
More granula data on positive cases by area within each Emirate. Please add current number of
active cases to the Facebook update. Thank you!
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